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1. Vision and Objectives 

To provide an overarching, globally uniform electronic 

Livestock Identification and Management  System 

to instantly  establish  their  true  identity and ownership 

 

To provide  Governmental Authorities 

developmental oversight and administrative control 

via  a  National  Livestock  Registry 

 

To provide Supply Chain Traceability  

to authorities and customers worldwide 

to achieve rapid trace-back of all 

edible and non-edible products to farm of origin 

 

-- all via a single identity reference 
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2. Appraisal of Present Systems worldwide 
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2. Appraisal of Present Systems worldwide 

A.    Livestock ID Systems and National Registry 

1. Globally harmonised, codified approach to livestock identity management and 

traceability absent 

2. Official livestock ID systems and laws non-existent in numerous major countries 

[example: India] 

3. Several countries have Livestock ID Acts [example: South Africa] but are based on 

age-old practices of branding etc. and lack stringent administrative control 

4. Mandatory I & R systems for livestock and farm premises prevalent in very few 

countries [USA a notable exclusion]; even amongst them uniform protocol lacking 

5. No uniform coverage of all valuable species of terrestrial stock under modern ID 

programmes [example: cashmere goats] 

6. Valid documentary proof of livestock ownership non-existent in most countries – 

ownership presumed by possession 

7. All ID and traceability systems dwell only on identifying individual animals. 

No owner-centric livestock databases / animal ID 

8. RFID Ear Tags available OTC at vet supply stores, no regulatory issuance. Livestock 

I & R practices largely insecure. Example:A can steal B‟s cow, destroy its RFID ear 

tag and replace it with own tag, then claim to be its lawful owner 

9. No scientific animal and farm premise ID numbering system generated by 

Authorities of each country 

10. No system of capturing and storing biometric data of (high-value) stock 
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B.    Administration, Health and Safety of Livestock 

1. Electronic ID system linked to national livestock registry providing administrative 

support to authorities prevalent today in only very few countries; and such registries 

are not utilised for range of potentially useful applications 

2. Few systems in use for formal recording of ownership change with documentary 

validation of transfer 

3. Minimal systems exist to regulate, pre-authorise and record livestock movement 

4. Few systems exist to check proof of ownership of animals in transit 

5. Rustling menace prevalent worldwide. Few systems exist to expressly detect and 

combat livestock rustling. Serious lack of verifiable proof of ownership contributory 

cause. 

6. Limited issuance of paper book animal passports provide marginal utility; also 

cumbersome owing to physical record-keeping 

7. Few systems of codified identification of various commercial operators involved in 

animal agriculture industry 

8. Minimal facility for national livestock databases to either „speak‟ to each other or to 

upload data online to world bodies such as OIE and ICAR 

9. Livestock census operations largely manual process 

10. Insurance industry not backed by authoritative livestock related data in most 

countries for verification processes relating to issuance of  policies / settlement of 

claims 

2. Appraisal of Present Systems worldwide 

B 
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C.    Traceability 

1. No globally uniform practice prescribed / prevalent for traceability of meat supplies 

2. Traceability often rests on the weak foundation of deficient / voluntary livestock and 

farm I & R systems prevalent in many countries 

3. RFID reference number of individual animals is the only prevalent data source for 

traceability in all countries 

4. Tracing source farm of animal by mere reference to RFID ear tag numbers unreliable 

as these can be manipulated 

5. Human readable trace codes on retail meat packages not in vogue in most countries 

6. No codified system exists for trace-back of non-edible products of animal origin 

7. Animal disease traceability does not in itself prevent disease. But knowing the geo-

location and movement path of diseased / vulnerable livestock helps emergency 

response actions contain the disease swiftly 

8. Precise linking and correlation of input Livestock ID to output (say packaged beef) ID 

following ear tag numbers of individual animals is difficult to attain owing to 

merging of tag ID‟s – and of produce – in automated, high-speed continuous process 

scenarios in modern abattoirs 

9. „Farm to Fork‟ traceability in reality does not yet measure up to visionary concept 

2. Appraisal of Present Systems worldwide 

C 
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Information from FAO, WTO, OIE, and Codex provides a clear signal of the need for 

individual animal identification, traceability, and global meat trade standards. 

Although differences in identification and traceability systems are apparent across 

countries and even across species within a single country, the underlying theme is 

that farm-to-retail traceability is rapidly becoming an international requirement for 

protecting human and animal health and providing consumer assurances. Many 

countries have developed animal identification and traceability systems. The 

systems differ in characteristics, protocols, technologies, implementation, depth, 

breadth, and precision. 

US Meat Export Federation Report , March 2011 

3. The Emerging Need 
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Introduces a globally pioneering concept in livestock identity management with 

unprecedented functionalities and benefits 

Transformational solutions based on novel concepts expected to provide extra-

ordinary value to all stake-holders 

Comprehensive system comprises three critically–related components seamlessly 

integrated to deliver One Solution worldwide -- fulfills vision and mission of OIE, 

CAC and ICAR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recognises livestock as invaluable national resource – seeks to protect and promote 

their welfare and bring sustained all-round benefit to animal agriculture industry 

Caters to the I & R and Traceability needs of both developed and developing 

countries 

4. Solutions offered by New ID System 
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4.  „On Animal‟ and „On Farm‟ ID Solutions Offered 

A 
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4. Flow of Livestock e-Identification RFID Device Number from  

Animal to Livestock ID & Ownership Card 
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4. Types of Livestock ID Cards 
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4. Unique Numbering Methodology for the Three Principal Types of 

Livestock ID and Ownership Cards 
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4. Overview of Various Livestock ID & Ownership Cards by species – –  

uniform global system for all valuable terrestrial species 
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4. Card Issuance and Coverage Plan 
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4. Working of Auxiliary ID System (AIS) 
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4. Multiple Valuable Roles of Livestock Identification Centres (LICs)  
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A.    Identification of Livestock and Farm Premises, National Livestock Registry [NLR] 

1. World‟s first technology-driven system for global livestock identification and 

traceability based on patented concepts which fulfil all present and emerging needs 

of stock owners and authorities 

2. Provides globally uniform, harmonized system for electronic identification of  

● Livestock with correlation to their owners 

● Farms, feedlots and all other livestock related establishments 

● Commercial operators and entities engaged in animal agriculture and livestock 

processing industry 

with single identity reference valid for life  

3. Covers all valuable species of terrestrial stock and all forms of ownership under 

mandatory enrolment programme in each country 

4. Delivers systematic, scientifically derived livestock-owner centric ID numbering 

system for all countries, independent of animal RFID device code numbers but 

directly correlated to them 

5. Envisages certification, inventory control, issuance of RFID devices by appropriate 

government livestock authorities, administered in co-operation with veterinary 

authorities, simultaneously creating link to owner‟s ID on NLR 

4. Solutions offered by New ID System 

A 
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A.    Identification of Livestock and Farm Premises, National Livestock Registry [NLR] 

6. All key life-cycle data relating to livestock and their owners stored on NLR in 

specially designed Tabs, and selectively ported to chip of ID Smart Card. Example: 

provides reliable age and ownership proof of each individual animal  

7. Provides livestock ownership ID smart cards to all pastoralists, farms, feedlots and 

other establishments and linked to National Livestock Registry of each country 

8. Under the Auxiliary Identification System [AIS] corresponding Linking ID Cards as 

well as Herdsman ID Cards are issued to bolster animal safety and deter rustling 

[See Slides 04 / 04, 04 / 08 and 09 / 10] 

9. Fulfills both private and official livestock identification needs with equal facility 

10. Obviates all conventional methods of ID such as branding, tattooing, etc. 

11. Project excludes identification of individual non-terrestrial species [example: avian, 

aquatic] and terrestrial species with low unit monetary value [example: poultry], 

being either not practically achievable or not economically viable 

4. Solutions offered by New ID System 

A 
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B. Livestock Administration, Health and Safety, Animal Agriculture Industry–Interface, 

e-Governance 

1. Introduces world‟s first e-Governance–enabled NLR with over 20 distinct data 

segments held in electronic format 

2. Provides superior administrative control and developmental oversight of species-wise 

livestock to authorities in each country / province 

3. Facilitates livestock movement control 

4. Facilitates livestock performance and yield recording 

5. Tab system provides for stringent health verification and export clearance 

certification prior to sale of livestock and products of animal origin, includes 

provision for recording DNA profile 

6. Enables facile data exchange between NLRs of various countries via common 

protocol and standards 

7. Facilitates global animal agriculture metadata flow online to world bodies 

8. Compatible for interface with all farm management software packages 

9. Operational efficiency of Identification System not affected by low literacy levels in 

developing countries 

10. Enables progressive shift to paperless regime in animal agriculture administration 

11. No stake-holder‟s interests are adversely affected 

4. Solutions offered by New ID System 

B 
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C.    Supply Chain Traceability 

1. Creates globally uniform system for rapid traceability of both livestock as well as 

edible & non-edible products of animal origin 

2. Establishes true „Farm to Fork‟ traceability with human readable twin trace codes of 

farm of origin + commercial entity engaged in livestock processing with facility for 

rapid online verification by authorities and wholesale and retail customers 

3. Fulfills all statutory directives by authorities in various countries concerning 

livestock identification and traceability -- issued, proposed or planned – concerning 

animal health and food safety 

4. Traceability system designed to cover both domestic sales as well as export sales of 

livestock and all products of animal origin 

5. Traceability helps monitor consumer preferences for products based on originating 

geographic indication 

6. Only the traceability function of the system can be activated to ascertain farm of 

origin of, for example, honey, eggs, poultry, fish, seafood and the like, without 

involving the ID aspect. This is a unique advantage to inspecting officials as well as 

customers [See Slide 05 / 07] 

4. Solutions offered by New ID System 

C 
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A. Identification and National Livestock Registry 

1. Creation of new Livestock Identification Authority [under Dept of Agriculture] in 

each country, empowered by law to implement and oversee codified ID system 

2. Creation of uniform National Livestock Registries worldwide owned and operated by 

respective governments on secure Oracle database, using principal official language/s 

3. Creation of livestock owner-centric ID system electronically correlated to individual 

and group livestock I & R System verifiable from any geo-location, as opposed to 

present systems which merely seek to identify individual animals via RFID Devices 

4. Establishment of country-wide Livestock Identification Centres (LICs) [govt–owned 

but operated as PPP] to complete enrolment procedures for owners and their stock, 

with adjunct Vet services to administer RFID devices and assist stock owners in 

animal healthcare, recording sale of stock, issuing certificates, livestock 

transportation e–Permits, etc [see slide 04/09] 

5. ISO 7816 compliant secure ID Smart Cards linked to central database provide 

irrefutable proof of stock ownership at any given time, regardless of changing geo-

location 

6. Creation of system to identify single / groups of animals in relation to their lawful 

owners whose ID is also recorded -- enduring identity preservation 

7. Coverage of all valuable terrestrial species of livestock and beyond under uniform ID 

System – whether farm-based, domestic or otherwise 

8. Coverage of farms, feedlots and all commercial establishments involved in processing 

livestock or engaged in the animal agriculture industry under uniform ID system 

5. System Highlights  

A 
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A. Identification and National Livestock Registry 

9. Effective replacement for (i) paper book animal passports and (ii) ownership 

documents presently issued by authorities and species-wise associations 

10. Canine and feline species not livestock, yet covered under this ID Scheme to (i) 

provide administrative and health control to authorities (ii) provide benefits of 

uniform ID System to owners;  (iii) to help deter theft and trace lost / stolen animals 

11. Greatly mitigates livestock ownership disputes amongst tribals / pastoralists  

12. ID System represents a powerful tool to assist in protection and promotion of animal 

and human health 

13. ID Cards operate online / offline and have near field communication [NFC] capability 

14. World‟s first system of classifying farms and commercial operators based on the 

quality standards and reliability of their products and processes – reflected by the 

last digit of the 18–digit ID Card Numbering System assigned [See Slide 09 / 09] 

15. Numbering System ideally fulfils needs of AIN, PIN, FIN, GIN, LID, etc. being 

planned for introduction by APHIS in the US 

16. System expected to create pride of ownership of new ID Cards, especially among 

pastoralists and small farming communities 

17. Same ID cards serve as reliable identity proof of pastoralists etc for other 

applications as they are issued after thorough verification and contain owner‟s 

biometric data  [optional feature] 

18. Represents the most advanced National Animal ID System 

5. System Highlights  

A 
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B.  Administrative Control and e-Governance 

1. Single ID Reference with globally unique and readily distinguishable country-specific 

18-digit ID Number valid for life of each livestock-owning entity, used for all 

purposes and applications 

2.  ID Smart Card is the crucial interface linking the animal‟s RFID device ID to the 

owner‟s ID under the Livestock Identification Programme, and reflected online in the 

electronic National Livestock Registry records of each country 

3. Since owners – not livestock -- comply with laws and regulations, the ID system with 

convergence of livestock identity with owner‟s identity now offered ensures 

responsible conduct and better accountability by owners 

4. Since subsidies and fiscal incentives are granted and paid to pastoralists and farm 

owners -- not to livestock -- the authentic identity of former established by this 

System -- with the latter‟s identity being correlated thereto -- precludes fraudulent 

claims 

5.  Creates reliable basis for insurance and banking industry to serve the animal 

agriculture sector, mitigating risk 

6.    Only RFID devices can work as official identification of animals moving inter–State. 

Branding marks cannot as, for example, in the US, 36 States do not have brand 

inspection authorities, hence brand listing not possible. Same scenario elsewhere. 

7.  System designed to create serious barriers to livestock rustling and illegal 

transportation / trading in stolen stock 

5. System Highlights  

B 
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B.  Administrative Control and e-Governance 

8. Traceability based on a good animal and premise ID system as proposed does not in 

itself assure food safety, product quality or prevention of animal disease. It only 

provides a reliable dataflow path to support these goals 

9. Merely tracing animals in case of disease outbreak not sufficient. Tracing their 

owners rapidly is more important to fix responsibility and to hold them accountable 

to authorities. Being an owner-centric identification system, the ID numbering 

methodology enables just that, regardless of change of ownership or country of origin 

10. Unique geo-territory based numbering system provides effective tool to directly 

traceback and isolate source farm and / or processing plant of affected stock and 

promptly contain spread of disease; and to place embargo on livestock and meat 

supplies from countries / provinces / specific farms or abattoirs reportedly facing 

livestock disease or contamination, from entering the food chain. This is hardly 

possible with individual animal RFID device numbers [see slide 09/06] 

11. System absorbs existing and conventional ID practices of various countries. Facile 

migration of all existing, species-wise databases to new National Livestock Registry 

enabled 

12. The needs of national biosecurity, livestock data security and stringent livestock 

health administration dictate that (mandatory) Livestock ID Systems + NLRs must 

always be government owned and operated 

5. System Highlights  

B 
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C. Traceability 

1. Traceability solutions now offered cover (a) animal health for traceback of disease  

(b) food safety for traceback of source of defective meat supply and (c) geographic 

indication of valuable non-edible products of animal origin to validate sellers‟ claims 

2. Recognises that owner-centric traceability of livestock movement is more important 

to pin responsibility and initiate disease control actions 

3. Provides simple yet reliable traceability links for each stage of animal life-cycle from 

birth until harvest on global basis 

4. Providing human and machine readable codes for rapid worldwide traceability of 

products of animal origin – edible and non-edible – to farm of origin + processing 

establishment 

5. Section 07 / 05 shows Tabs which provide ready traceability of IDs of individual 

animals at (i) farm of birth (ii) feedlot (iii) saleyards (iv) abattoirs (v) cutting halls 

6. Traceability links lead first to source farm of group animals in a batch, then to 

individual animals. When beef is processed and packed on high speed flowline 

machines, source farm / feedlot IDs are relevant 

7. However, given batch code on label of packaged beef, for example, will disclose 

complete data of individual animals comprising the group + ID No. of each operator 

in the supply chain, up to the retailer 

8. Similar trace-back capability now provided for non-edible products as well 

5. System Highlights  

C 
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C. Traceability 

9. Provides reliable audit trail and measurable performance criteria to gauge 

significant benefits of new system 

10. Project transcends CAC Vision by also covering non-edible products of animal origin 

with equal efficiency 

11. Helps fix product liability with precision and speed anywhere in the supply chain. No 

longer possible to dodge onus in event of faulty supplies. Helps rapid product recall 

and issuance of advisory to concerned 

12. Fulfills objectives and both private and public needs of traceability 

13. For traceability systems to impact quality and reliability of end products, they must 

be associated with stringent QA and operating standards applicable uniformly 

worldwide to all farms and operators, drawn up by appropriate authorities [Ex. CAC 

in co-operation with ISO] 

14. The last digit of the 18-digit ID Number relating to Group Livestock and Farms as 

well as CEs engaged in processing livestock, does exactly this by providing official  

Q & R rating [as described on slides 04 / 05 and 09 / 09] 

15. GPS interface to Trace Codes is possible and recommended [e.g.,slides 09/03 & 09/06] 

16.  In the US, this integrated solution fulfils vision and objectives of both NAIS (2012 

programme of APHIS) and COOL with equal facility and efficacy 

17. Multiple Needs – One Cost-effective Solution. Uniform worldwide 

5. System Highlights  

C 
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5. ID System Utilisation Options 

05 / 07 
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6. National Livestock Registry 
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6. Value - in - Use of Livestock ID & Ownership Card linked to NLR 
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6. Agencies / Bodies Interacting with National Livestock Registry // Facile 

Enabling Medium and Active Electronic Interface:  
The Novel Livestock ID Smart Card and Unique 18-digit Numbering System 

06 / 03 
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6. Global Livestock (Species-wise) Animal Agriculture Metadata 

Convergence in Common Format from National Livestock Registry 

of each Country to World Body 
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7. Data Segmentation in National Livestock Registry and  

on Chip of Group Livestock & Farm ID Card (Type 2) 
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7. Specimen NLR Tabs / Livestock Profile 
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7. Livestock Ownership 
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7. RFID / LID Interface 
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7. RFID / LID / Serial Identifier Interface 
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7. Certifications 
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7. Transportation 
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7. Transportation 
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7. Livestock Biometrics 
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7. Livestock Biometrics 
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7. Livestock Biometrics 
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8. e-Governance 
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9. Livestock Traceability Needs   
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9. Key Parameters Concerning Livestock Traceability (by species) 
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9. Global Supply Chain Traceability / Farm to Retail 
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9. Global Supply Chain Traceability / Electronic Dataflow 

Links Management for Edible Products of Animal Origin 
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9. Global Supply Chain Traceability / Electronic Dataflow 

Links Management for Non-Edible Products of Animal Origin 
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9. Global Disease Traceability  
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9. Global Supply Chain Traceability / Product Labeling with  

Twin Trace Codes 
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9. Global Supply Chain Traceability / Product Labeling with  

Twin Trace Codes 
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9. Overview of Last Identifier Group in Identification and  

Traceability System 
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9. Overview of Complete Global Identification and Traceability System 
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10. Project Implementation / PPP Format 
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11. Project Value Chain 
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12. Steps Ahead, Initiatives Required, Legislative Imperatives 

1. Officially declaring immediate need for a globally uniform electronic Livestock 

Identification and Traceability System -- now well-recognised by key International 

Bodies and Governments 

2. Defining major initiatives necessary by leading organisations such as FAO, OIE, CAC 

and ICAR in close co-operation with WTO, USDA, CCIA, SISBOV, NAIS, NLIS, ISO etc. 

to achieve the Objectives at Section 1,  

● to resolve that electronic devices be recognised as the primary livestock 

identifier in all countries  

● to endorse concepts described aimed at bringing a consistent new world order 

● to draw up global road map with implementation timelines and priorities 

● to issue binding advisory to all Member Countries and national species-wise 

bodies for mandatory adoption of uniform livestock I & R Systems and 

traceability practices worldwide 

3. Securing pro-active participation of all stake-holders essential for Project success 

4. Recasting recently initiated livestock identification and traceability programmes in 

certain countries to achieve global uniformity 

5. Securing political support from various Governments to (i) implement systems for 

mandatory electronic identification of livestock and traceability via LIDA, as 

voluntary programmes would not deliver desired Identification and Traceability 

results (ii) participate in funding these Projects (iii) establish cross border livestock 

security protocol to ensure stock safety and rights of ownership (iv) surmount 

possible opposition from vested interests  
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12. Steps Ahead, Initiatives Required, Legislative Imperatives 

6. Introducing enabling legislation and rules in time-bound manner in each country, 

defining punitive provisions for non–compliance 

7. Countries importing beef and other products of animal origin to prescribe more 

stringent regulations requiring ID and traceability systems as described 

8. Full scale publicity programmes to be launched in all countries to bring awareness of 

benefits of this Project to all stake-holders and to achieve goal of “One World, One 

Health” 

9. Linking international fiscal aid to developing countries to support animal agriculture 

sector to compulsive compliance to new livestock ID System, in global interest 

10. For countries exporting livestock and products of animal origin -- both edible and 

non-edible -- motivation to embrace the new ID System is derived from higher 

premiums offered by major importing countries for products with reliable traceability 

11. Drawing up country-specific optional financing models + cost–benefit analyses to 

implement proposed systems worldwide, with equitable cost–sharing by all stake-

holders 

12. Reasonable to pursue target of achieving global compliance by December 2017, 

starting 2013 – for best results, ideal to start Project in major countries which 

currently have no Identification and Traceability Systems operating, example USA 
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 World Livestock Data 
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 Historical End Note 
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Hon’ble Members of ICAR  

Esteemed  Officials of International Bodies  

Conference Delegates 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

for your time and presence  

at this Presentation 
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